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The menu of Bonchon from Gaithersburg includes 15 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the card cost
about $12.2. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What Jean Wang likes about Bonchon:

Quality of the food is pretty consistent. I only order lunch takeout and have been really satisfied with the food and
service. It's connected to Kungfu tea, so a nice bubble tea drink really complements the meal. read more. As a
guest, you can use the WiFi of the restaurant free of charge, And into the accessible rooms also come guests

with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What Alexandra D doesn't like about Bonchon:
Roach in food : I love korean food but this is the first time it's happened to me where there is a live roach in my
food. pls get this fixed, these are german cockroaches which means there are A LOT of them in the back, they
are infested. read more. In the kitchen of Bonchon in Gaithersburg, typical Asian spices tasty traditional meals
are prepared, This restaurant offers a catering service that allows visitors to eat the dishes at home or at the

celebration. Not to be left out is the large variety of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, Furthermore, the
drinks menu in this restaurant is impressive and offers a good and comprehensive diversity of beers from the

area and from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try.
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Salad�
CAESAR SALAD $10.0

Sid� dishe�
SEASONED FRIES $9.0

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Noodle�
JAPCHAE $18.0

Bucket�
STRIPS $16.0

Ho� drink�
TEA

Soup & Salad�
SESAME GINGER SALAD $10.0

M�e� Ric�
BIBIMBAP $14.0

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Appet�er�
TTEOKBOKKI $15.0

TAKOYAKI $9.0

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS $16.0

FRENCH FRIES $5.5

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

GARLIC
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